To Whom It May Concern:

We are in the business of manufacturing 8 and 9 speed automatic vehicle transmissions. AIUT currently provides production programming support to our Maintenance, Engineering and Operations Departments.

Some of the specific projects that AIUT has worked on at our facility are:

- Daily supplemental maintenance support in PLC programming (2016)
- Troubleshooting on multiple automatic machines and manual workspaces (2016)
- Machine’s modification and improvements as a cycle time, process flow optimization (2016)
- Decreasing number of unnecessary NOK parts on final assembly line (2016)
- PLR Data and Error Coding optimization and improvements (2015)
- New robotic cells for TCH’s bolts tightening (2015)
- Keyence Camera checks integration (2015)

They have complied with all our site-specific requirements.

Roland Wieser
Sr. Maintenance Manager at ZFTG